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Key Selling Points
Tutorials and inspiration from a high-profile author, highly active on social media
Lisa is an ambassador for high profile brands such as Faber-Castell, Clairefontaine, SAA
Learn everything you need to know in order to immortalize your pets in coloured pencil with five step-by-step animal portraits and ten studies
Lisa has raised over £13,000 for Ukrainian animal rescue charities via an online art auction.

Description
Draw realistic animal portraits in coloured pencils with award-winning teacher and animal artist, Lisa Ann Watkins.

Animals are an eternally popular subject for artists but how do you capture the character of a much-loved pet or bring a favourite animal to life
on the page? Lisa Ann Watkins has made a career of teaching her coloured pencil techniques, and in this magnificent book she will show you
how.

A section on materials covers coloured pencils and watercolour pencils, along with supporting tools including PanPastels. This is followed by a
chapter about composition and preparation: how to capture the best reference photographs from which to work, along with notes on digital
tools that can be used to help with colour choice and tonal values.

Lisa's clear, simple techniques are presented through ten studies that demonstrate how to breathe life into your portraits by focusing on the
subject's fur texture, bright eyes, and glossy noses.

They answer, in simple terms, common technical questions from students/followers that cover unique aspects of the medium such as the
amount of pressure to use – and make beautiful artworks in their own right. A series of five step-by-step full animal portrait projects then
follows, ranging from cats and dogs to cows and horses.

About the Author
Lisa Ann Watkins is well-known in the world of coloured pencils as a multi award-winning artist and tutor. She held her first solo exhibition in 
2014 and has been published in numerous magazines. Lisa enjoys a large and very loyal following on social media, you can follow her on 
Instagram and Facebook @animalartbylaw. Lisa launched her first digital tutorial in 2016 and now has a teaching channel on Patreon that 
contains in-depth videos and written tutorials for her online students every month. She tours the UK and US to teach workshops.

Visit her website www.animalartbylaw.co.uk
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